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Geometrical frustration and new quantum spin states 

 
Finding new states of matter is one main goal of research in condensed matter which often 

gives rise to novel concepts and sometimes to remarkable technological innovations. In the field of 
magnetism, the frustration of the magnetic 
interactions in well chosen lattice 
geometries is the key ingredient to promote 
truly original ground states. This field of 
research has grown tremendously during 
the last 15 years with the emergence of 
new concepts such as the spin ices or the 
spin liquids and the corresponding original 
excitations, magnetic monopoles and 
spinons. Spin liquids for instance can be 
viewed as resonant singlets 
(antiferromagentic spin pairs), a model quantum ground state that could play a role in the 
interpretation of high Tc superconductivity.  

The recent discovery of model compounds for this physics, namely with a true kagome lattice 
decorated by quantum S=1/2 spins (Cu2+ or V4+), has boosted both the theoretical and the 
experimental research in this field. Indeed the low connectivity of the kagomé network together with 
the quantum fluctuations enhanced for low spin ½ destabilize any ordered state in favor of a 
fluctuating ground state at T=0, coined a spin liquid which is for instance realized in the ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2 

compound.  The latter shows no sign of frozen on-site magnetism down to mK temperatures while 
the magnetic interaction is of the order of hundreds of Kelvin!  The precise nature of the ground 
state and of its elementary excitations, the phase transitions that can be induced by various 
parameters are at the heart of the current debates.   

During the internship/thesis we propose to address experimentally these issues through a 
combination of low temperature thermodynamic measurements (magnetization, heat capacity) and 
local probe studies (NMR, µSR). Nuclear magnetic resonance allows to map the local susceptibilities 
and to probe the magnetic excitations. Implanted muons (µSR-technique available at large scale 
facilities: ISIS, UK; PSI, Switzerland) is a highly sensitive probe of magnetism, complementary to NMR. 
The interested student will benefit from recent experimental developments towards low 
temperatures and strong fields as well as well established international collaborations. 

 
Voir Physics Today  p. 16, february 2007 ;  Pour la science, février 2008 ; Reflets de la 

physique, n°37, p. 4 (2014).   

 
 

Condensed Matter Physics:  YES    Macroscopic Physics and complexity: NO 

Quantum Physics:  YES    Theoretical Physics: NO 

… 

A spin liquid on the « kagomé » network. The spins are 

paired into resonant singlets. 
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